MICROSOFT ENTERPRISE MOBILITY + SECURITY

CDW

MANAGED MOBILITY
IN THE CLOUD
FOR ANY DEVICE
PRODUCTIVITY FOR BOTH USERS AND IT TEAMS
A comprehensive mobility solution in the cloud
Your end users need mobile devices and apps to access information and do
their jobs effectively. IT needs to keep organizational data secure. Managing
mobile productivity is a balancing act. And with the right cloud solutions
from CDW, both end users and IT can be more productive. IT stays in control
of where and how organizational data is used, and users get the exceptional
experience they desire.

Enterprises are
expected to spend

34%

of their total budgets
on cloud computing and
hosted services in 2017.1

INTEGRATED SOLUTION, MAXIMUM BENEFIT
Go beyond traditional mobile device management
Microsoft’s Enterprise Mobility + Security (EMS), delivered by CDW has all the tools and services you need to successfully
manage your mobile environment. EMS from CDW is a hosted solution that grows as quickly as you do, without requiring
expensive hardware upgrades to your infrastructure. As a cloud solution, EMS is updated regularly to support the latest
devices, operating systems and applications, going beyond the traditional mobile device management platform by including
user and group management, as well as application management. By moving on-premises services to the cloud, EMS helps
your organization be more productive, better managed and more secure in today’s mobile-first, cloud-first world.
Microsoft Intune
Ensures that your devices —
whether corporate owned or
employee owned — are secured,
inventoried and managed

Azure Information Protection
Secures your sensitive data,
letting you control how it is
accessed and shared among
authorized users

Azure Active Directory Premium
Enforces multifactor authentication
and enables single sign-on to all
of your cloud and on-premises
applications

Microsoft Cloud App Security
Powers enterprise-grade
visibility, control and protection
for your cloud applications

Contact your CDW Account
Manager to explore the
different licensing tiers and
features that will fulfill your
organization’s needs.

WHITE PAPER: GET THE MOST OUT OF SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE
Despite wide adoption of Software as a Service (SaaS), many organizations
may not be fully enjoying its benefits. See how a strategic approach can help
you deliver more than just applications at CDW.com/smartersoftware

YOU

CDW

Complete support in and out of the cloud
At CDW, we have nearly two decades of Microsoft product sales and service experience. From Office and Exchange
Server to Surface and Windows Server, we’ve been experts for nearly as long as the products have been on the market.
Our specific expertise frees you from the endless cycle of deployments and updates, helping you concentrate on
what you do best. By helping with system integration and providing ongoing support, we allow your staff to focus
on other projects.
And with 24/7/365 US based admin support from CDW and a 99.9 percent uptime guarantee, you can be confident that
both IT and end users will be able to achieve the full advantages of mobile productivity.

END-TO-END SUPPORT FROM CDW
Services for each stage of the lifcycle

HELP WHEN
YOU NEED IT.
Assess
We’ll start with a kickoff consultation
and cloud readiness assessment
with our solution architects and
engineers. This provides insight into
your current environment, so we
can build a cloud solution to fit your
needs and goals.

Design
With the information gathered in
our initial assessment, we’ll help
you design a seamless strategy for
the cloud. And with our integration
services, we’ll make sure your existing
infrastructure is equipped to handle
your migration and that it will work
with your new solution

Deploy
With our concierge migration
service, our experts will create a
plan for implementation and help you
transfer your servers, applications
and databases. We’ll help the process
go quickly and smoothly, and conduct
a postmigration assessment to help
ensure success.

Manage
If you’d rather focus on other projects,
we can also manage or host your
cloud solution for you. You can scale
the amount of service you want us
to handle and enjoy access to our
expert engineers and 24/7/365 US
based support.

U.S.-based administrator
phone and email support

Let us help you integrate Enterprise Mobility + Security into your environment.
CONTACT YOUR ACCOUNT MANAGER,
VISIT US ONLINE AT CDW.COM/MICROSOFT
OR CALL 800.800.4239
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